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Abstract 

Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) is a surface sensitive analysis technique. In LEIS low energy 
(0.1 to 10 keV) ions are scattered from asolid surface. From measurements of the ion energy after 
scat tering, a mass spectrum of the outmost atomie layer of the surface of a solid can he obtained. 
The atomie structure of the surface can he stuclied from LEIS spectra, which are measured at a 
large number of different scattering directions. . 
A simultaneous measurement of spectra over a nearly full azimuthal range can he performed by 
the novel EARISS- (Energy and Angle Resolved Ion Scattering Spectroscopy) apparatus. The two 
dimensional (energy,angle) detector for EARISS has been tested in a measurement on scattering 
of 2keV He-ions from a Ni(100) target. It is shown that an excellent energy resolution of less than 
2% can he achieved. It could not he determined yet if the present detector allows angle resolved 
measurements. 
The EARISS apparatus is being equipped with a sample manipulator for sample movements in all 
six degrees of freedom of translation and rotation, driven by stepper motors. Much attention has 
been paid how to operate the manipulator safely. Limit switches are mounted on the manipulator 
to indicate the outer limits of the safe operation area to inhibit "dangerous" motions. The limit 
switches also provide an accurate measure of position (0.01 mm) of the manipulator for position 
calibration. 
As an illustration how LEIS can he used for surface analysis, two measurements are presented. 
Firstly, LEIS is shown to he capable of monitoring the surface composition during the thermal 
removal of an amorphous arsenic layer from GaAs(001). A second LEIS measurement of He-ions 
on a NaCl(001) target is analyzed quantitatively to determine the neutralisation behaviour of 
He-ions on Na and Cl. 

Samenvatting 

Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS) is een oppervlakte gevoelige analyse techniek. Hierbij worden 
laag-energetische (0.1 tot 10 keV) ionen verstrooid aan het oppervlak van een vaste stof. Uit 
metingen van de energie van de ionen na verstrooiing kan een massaspectrum worden verkregen 
van de atomen uit de buitenste atoomlaag van het oppervlak. De atomaire structuur van het 
oppervlak kan worden bestudeerd aan de hand van LEIS spectra, gemeten over een groot aantal 
verschillende verstrooingsrichtingen. 
Een gelijktijdige meting van spectra over bijna het volle azimutbale bereik kan worden uitgevoerd 
met een uniek EARISS (Energy and Angle Resolved Ion Scattering Spectroscopy) apparaat. De 
twee-dimensionale ( energie,hoek )-detector voor EARISS is getest in een verstrooiingameting van 
2keV He-ionen aan een Ni(100) preparaat. Hieruit wordt aangetoond dat een resolutie van beter 
dan 2% bereikt kan worden. Of de huidige detector de mogelijkheid tot hoekopgeloste metingen 
biedt kon nog niet worden vastgesteld. 
Het EARISS apparaat is uitgerust met een preparaat manipulator voor preparaat bewegingen in 
alle zes vrijheidsgraden van rotatie en translatie, en is aangedreven door stappenmotoren. Veel 
aandacht is uitgegaan naar de wijze waarop de manipulator veilig gebruikt kan worden. Op de 
manipulator zijn eindschakelaars aangebracht, die de uiterste grenzen van het veilige werkgebied 
aanduiden. De eindschakelaars zullen bewegingen voorbij deze grenzen verhinderen. Ook bieden 
de eindschakelaars een referentie bieden voor de positie (0.01 mm nauwkeurig) van de manipulator 
tijdens de positie ijkprocedure. 
Als voorbeelden hoe LEIS ingezet kan worden voor oppervlakte analyse zijn twee metingen beschreven. 
Er wordt getoond dat LEIS in staat is om de oppervlakte samenstelling gedurende de sublimatie 
van een amorfe As laag op GaAs(001) te volgen. Een tweede LEIS meting van He-ionen op een 
NaCl(001) oppervlak is kwantitatief geanalyseerd om de neutralisatie kans van He-ionen op Na en 
Cl te bepalen. 
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Chapter 1 

Introd u ct ion 

1.1 surface science 

Many scientific and technological interesting processes such as surface chemical reactions, adhe
sion, thermionic emission and crystal growth occur exclusively at solid surfaces. The area of 
scientific research related to the structure and properties of the surface is called "surface science". 
lts applications lie in the modern technology of, for example, thin layers, micro electrooie materials 
and catalysis. 

For scientific investigation mainly well defined surfaces are used. Such surfaces cao he made 
via material specific preparation procedures. In practice it is diflicult to prevent a prepared 
sample from being contaminated, because the surface is in constant interaction with the atoms 
and molecules of the environmental gas. From the kinetic theory of gases it is known that the 
number of collisions per unit area for a gas on a surface is given by: 

p 
v = -vr:2=1rm====k=T (1.1) 

where: 
v collision rate per unit area 
p gas pressure 
T absolute temperature 
k Boltzmann constant 
m mass of a single gas molecule 

The contamination rate can be calculated by multiplying the collision rate with the probability 
of adsorption per collision (the sticking probability) for the given gas and surface type. As an 
example, pure oxygen at a pressure of 1.10-6 mbar will form a complete monolayer within one 
second if the sticking probability is unity. In order to slow the contamination rate down, samples 
are stored under Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) conditions (pressure less than 1.10-9 mbar). 
For crystalline materials in situ sample cleavage is a way of obtaining a clean surface. In situ 
cleaning methods are needed to clean samples, which cannot he prepared in UHV, or to clean 
surfaces which are contaminated by molecules from the residual gas in the UHV system. Ion 
beam exposure (sputtering) is used to remove the first atomie layers of the contaminated surface. 
Heating stimulates the ditfusion of surface atoms causing the surface to smooth the surface rough
ness ( annealing) on atomie scale. 

Surface science is supported by surface sensitive analysis techniques. A number of surface sen
sitive analysis techniques has been developed, each of which has its own characteristics. It must 
be judged from these characteristics which techniques (or combination of techniques) are the best 
to choose for a particular problem. 
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Figure 1.1: Simple LEIS experiment, showing an ion beam directed to a sample and an energy 
analyzer and detector to measure the energy of ions scattered through an angle 8. 

Most of the measuring methods have in common that they study the way in which a prepared 
beam of particles (ions, atoms, electrons, photons) is scattered from the surface under investi
gation. Other techniques, for example, are based on the detection of emitted particles by the 
surface as a result of an applied external condition (electric fields, high temperatures). Surface 
sensitivity can be achieved by detecting particles which have a small meao path length in solids. 
Surface analysis techniques can be based on numerous different physical principles such as classica! 
collision of ions with surface atoms, wave diffraction of electroos or He atoms on crystalline sur
faces, infrared vibrational excitation of phonons, excitation or Auger ionisation of surface atoms, 
etcetera. Some of the techniques are still in development. The reader is referred to textbooks (for 
example [ZAN89]) for a discussion on the variety of surface analysis techniques. 

1.2 Low Energy Ion Scattering 

This thesis will be devoted to one particular technique: Low Energy Ion Scattering (LEIS). In a 
LEIS experiment (shown in figure 1.1) 0.1 to 10 keV ions are directed towards a target. By means 
of an analyzer and a detector we can measure the energy of the ions which are scattered through 
a fixed angle. The results of the energy measurements can be represented by a multi channel 
spectrum, each channel giving the number of detected ions (yield) having an energy within that 
channel energy interval. 

The spectrum of scattered noble gas ions has a particular feature. Since the neutralisation 
probability of a noble gas ion is close to unity per collision with a surface atom, the detected 
ions will mainly originate from single scattering events from the outermost atomie layer of the 
solid. It will be pointed out in chapter 2 that for elastic single scattering the energy of a scattered 
projectile is related to the target mass. Consequently, the energy spectrum of the scattered noble 
gas ions will show peaks representing the atomie species present at the outermost atomie layer of 
the surface. 
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One could also measure the energy spectrum of the neutralized particles, with the advantage 
of having larger yields. The interpretation of these spectra will be more diflicult than noble gas 
ion spectra, because of multiple scattering contributions. To ensure surface sensitivity bere, the 
primary ion beam must hit the surface at grazing incidence. 

The lack of accurate knowledge of the ion neutralisatio~ probability and the-relevant processes 
in inelastic collision energy losses makes the calculation of LEIS yields diflicult. In combination 
with experimental methods ( calibration procedures), however, it is possible to perform quantitative 
analysis of LEIS measurements. The following subjectsof investigation accessible by LEIS analysis: 

• Structural analysis (see Chapter 2.2) 

• Quantitative analysis (see Chapter 2.3) 

• Neutralisation analysis (see Chapter 2.4) 

Even at the low primary energies used in LEIS experiments the ion beam will damage the 
surface by sputtering off surface atoms, thereby creating lattice defects, and by implantation of 
the projectiles, surface atoms and adsorbates into deeper layers of the solid. During an experiment 
the ion dose must be kept sufliciently low not to influence tbe results of tbe experiment significantly. 

1.3 Ion optie equipment in LEIS experiments 

In tbis section tbe ion source, tbe ion beam opties and the analyzers, used in LEIS experiments, 
will be described. 

Tbe ion souree can be built like in figure 1.2 .. A catbode filament is placed between an an
ode cage and a repulsive electron sbield. The electroos thermally emitted from tbe catbode are 
attracted by the cage and are repulsed by tbe sbield, causing eacb electron to cross tbe central 
region in the cage several times before it is captured by tbe anode cage. When gas atoms enter 
tbe cage they can be ionized via collisions with tbe electrons crossing tbe anode volume. The pro
duced positive ions can be extracted from the anode volume by means of an extractor electrode. 
Tbe extraction process is of importance to tbe spread in the primary energy. This spread will be 
reduced by decreasing the extraction voltage, wbicb will generally lead to a lower beam intensity 
and a better point souree behaviour of tbe ion source. Finally, the ions will be accelerated to the 
desired energy by passing a longitudinal electric field between a set of plates (not shown in figure 
1.2.). 

Electrostatic lenses are used to image tbe opening of tbe ion souree on tbe sample. Witb the 
help of two ortbogonal sets of deflection plates tbe ion beam spot can be controlled to move across 
tbe surface of tbe sample. 
Different types of analyzers are being used in LEIS: 

• Electrostatic analyzers: tbe curvature of an ion trajectory in a fixed electric field is deter
mined by tbe kinetic energy of tbe ion. 

• Time Of Fligbt (TOF) analyzers: assuming that tbe mass of a given partiele is known, its 
kinetic energy can be determined by measuring the time needed to travel a fixed distance. 

There are several ways to measure tbe energy spectrum, using an electrostatic analyzer. A 
cylinderical mirror analyzer (CMA) with a detector, placed bebind a pair of apertures, selecting 
a particular main trajectory (see figure 1.4) will only measure ions of a particular energy (tbe 
pass energy). One could scan the energy spectrum by varying the pass energy (i.e. varying tbe 
voltages at tbe electrodesof the analyzer), leaving tbe resolution !]!-constant. A second metbod 
of measurement of a spectrum is by operating tbe CMA at a constant pass energy, thus leaving 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic cross section of an ion source, showing the catbode filament, the anode 
cage, the repulsive electron shield and the extractor. 

ó.Epa., constant. An acceleration section, placed in front of the first aperture of the CMA, can 
shift (scan) the energy spectrum linearly with the acceleration voltage. 
A different design of an electrostatic analyzer, in combination with single ion detection techniques, 
will he discussed in conneetion with the EARISS apparatus (chapter 4). 
In a TOF experiment the time measurement will start after a beam chopper has created a lo
calized ion bun eh and it will he stopped when a partiele is detected by the detector ( or at the 
end of a chopper cycle, when no partiele is detected). The number of ions within an ion bunch 
must he limited to let the average number of detected particles he less than one per cycle, since 
the analyzer can handle only one partiele at a time. Also, the chopper period time must he large 
enough not to overlap different scattering events. The latter condition gives rise to relatively long 
measuring times. 

z . 
0 

Figure 1.3: Schematic cross section of a CMA. [BR078] 
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Chapter 2 

Physical background 

In this chapter a closer look on the ion scattering process, will be presented. A full quanturn 
theoretica! description of the ion-atom scattering fails up to now. Somebasic ideas about the low 
energy ion scattering process, however, are well established: 

• The de Broglie wavelength of keV-ions is very small compared to interatomie distauces in 
solids. Consequently, the scattering process is not governed by diffraction. 

• The ion-atom scattering is effected by the repulsive Coulomb interaction between the charged 
nuclei, screened by their surrounding electron clouds. Since the distance of nearest approach 
in a keV-ion- surface atom callision is small compared to interatomie distances in solids, the 
ion trajectory cao be described by a single (or a sequence of single) classical collision(s). 

• The vibrational movement of a target atom during the callision is negligible, because the 
interaction time is very small compared to the period time of vibration. 

• The interaction between the electron clouds of the ion and the target atom is of quanturn 
mechanica! nature. These type of interactions will be met with when consiclering inelastic 
scattering losses and neutralisation. 

The elastic ion-atom callision (section 2.1) and the electrooie processes (section 2.4) will be 
treated separately. This is justified because the influence of electrooie processes on the ion trajec
tory can be neglected. 

2.1 Elastic low energy ion scattering 

The most simplified model of ion-atom scattering is a classical two partiele callision (figure 2.1). 
Let, for convenience, the target atom (mass ma) have no velocity before collision, by a proper 
choice of coordinate frame. The ion (mass m;) possesses kinetic energy E;. Via conservation of 
energy and momenturn the ion energy after collision, Ej, is related to the total scattering angle 
0, by equation (2.1): 

where 
ma 

q=
m; 

(2.1) 

The left hand side of equation (2.1) is referred to as the kinematic factor o. The ±-sign in 
(2.1) indicates that there are two solutions. Both solutions are valid for I sin(} I~ q ~ 1 (region I, 
figure 2.2); for q > 1 (region 11) only the solution with the plus sign is valid. In any other case 
( region lil) none of the solutions are valid. 
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Figure 2.1: Definition of quantities concerning elastic classica! single scattering: 
E; initia! (primary) energy, E1 final energy of the ion, 
Er (recoil) final energy of the target atom, s impact parameter. 
m; primary ion mass, m0 target atom mass, 
() total ion scattering angle, f/J recoil scattering angle, 

A polar diagram (figure 2.2) can be used to represent equation (2.1). The radial axis is the 
energy ratio E Jl E;-axis and the po lar angle is set equal to the scattering angle (). The curves in 
the polar diagram are lines of equal q, which are solutions of (2.1). 

1. 

Figure 2.2: The polar diagram of classica! elastic single scattering. 
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Note the following characteristics from the polar diagram: 

• In the range of large () ( 140° to 180°) the best mass resolution is achieved. There is a unique 
relation between the energy ratio and the mass ratio. Only target atoms heavier than the 
primary ion mass can be detected. 

• A scattering geometry with small ()is well suited for detection of light elements like hydrogen. 
Generally there are two possible energy ratios for a given mass ratio. The·smaller one refers 
toa nearly-impact collision and the other one toa collision with a slight momenturn transfer 
(large impact parameter). Surface atoms for which q lies in region 111 are not detectable. 

Impact ( or nearly-impact) collisions will eject atoms from the surface. The energy of a forwardly 
sputtered target atom can be calculated from the mass ratio q and the recoil scattering angle t/J, 
using equation (2.2). The corresponding recoil ion energy spectrum will contribute to the measured 
energy spectrum, which makes interpretations more difficult. 

Er 4q 2 

(1 + q)2 cos tP (2.2) 
Ei 

Equation (2.1) can be used to calculate the scattered ion energies, but it gives no information 
about the speetral peak intensities. In fact, equation (2.1) is valid for elastic collisionsof any kind 
of classical particles. To calculate LEIS intensities it is required to know the ion-atom interaction 
potential and to have a proper neutralisation model. Since LEIS intensities cannot be expressed 
in a closed analytica} form, there is nothing left but to simulate a LEIS spectrum by numerical 
tracing of a large number of test particles. Such simulations are known to be very time consuming. 
lnstead of calculating a LEIS spectrum, calculated ion trajectories can also be visualised in a pic
ture. This requires a relatively small amount of ion trace calculations. Ion trajectory plots of ion 
scattering generally show shadow regions behind target atoms (see figure 2.3). A focussing effect 
of ion trajectories appears at the the boundary of the shadow cone. 
The shapes of the shadow cones are determined experimentally for a number of ion-atom com
binations by Aono [AON84] and were found to be in good agreement with ion trace calculations 
using a screened Coulomb ion-atom interaction potential in the Molière approximation. 

Drawing the shadow cones of all surface atoms provides a lot of information about which 
atoms contribute to ion scattering spectra. The scattered ions cannot reach the detector when it 
is located in a shadow region of a particular surface atom. This effect is known as blocking. 

" ,._ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ Shodow t one 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 2.3: Shadow and Blocking effects in ion scattering. 

2.2 Structural analysis 

Shadow and blocking effects can strongly determine the scattered intensities of the LEIS speetral 
peaks. This can be used in structural analysis of particular surfaces. One has to make a proper 
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choice of the scattering geometry and primary energy to search for cases at the onset of shadowing 
( or blocking) of a particular surface atom position. The scattered intensity is then very suscepti
bie to little variations of the angle of incidence of the primary beam. S.1ch experiments provide 
information about the relative position of the surface atoms, within the accuracy of knowledge of 
the shape of the shadow cone. For LEIS an accuracy of 0.1Á can be achieved; high energy ion 
scattering is even more accurate (0.01 Á), because in the MeV energy range shadow cones can be 
calculated exactly from Coulomb scattering. 

A very useful method for surface structure analysis using LEIS is the Impact Collision Ion 
Scattering Spectroscopy (ICISS). It employs a scattering angle of (nearly) 180 degrees. The onset 
of shadowing occurs when the shadow effect focusses the incoming ions on a particular surface 
atom. When the nucleus of this surface atom is located exactly at the boundary (in the focussed 
ion flux) the cross section of backscattering will show a maximum. The backscattered ions will 
not be blocked, since they can approximately follow the incoming trajectory in reversed direction. 
This gives rise to a steep change in the (back)scattered intensity. 
At grazing incidence forward scattering mainly occurs from the topmost atoms at the surface. By 
increasing the angle angle of incidence with respect to the surface neighbouring atoms are subse
quently irradiated at the impact callision condition. At those angles where the impact collision 
condition is fulfilled, the incoming the backscattered yield will show pronounced peaks. The result 
of an ICISS experiment is represented by a plot of the yield versus the angle of incidence. By 
measuring the yield of neutralized ions impact callision from atoms as deep as five atomie layers 
or more are reported [AON89]. 
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Figure 2.4: ICISS experiment [AON84] (a) ICISS plot (b) scattering geometry 
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A single ICISS plot is not sufficient to obtain the information about the position of a particu
lar atom. At the impact collision condition the target atom could be located anywhere along the 
boundary of the shadow cone. ICISS plots at different azimuthal angles are needed to determine 
the position of the atoms. 

EARISS (Energy and Angle Resolved Ion Scattering Spectroscopy, see also chapter 4) takes a 
different approach to structure analysis than ICISS. A single EARISS measureinent contains the 
energy speetral information over a nearly full azimuthal range, which can be represented by a two 
dimensional (energy-azimuth plane) intensity plot. The intensity at each energy-azimuth point 
of this diagram represents the corresponding yield. It can be determined from such a diagram 
at which angular range the yield from particular surface atoms is suppressed by shadowing or 
blocking. 

The spread in the final energy has a strong effect on the accuracy of structural analysis. This 
spread is caused by: 

• geometrical spreads in: the angle of incidence on the surface, the angle of acceptance of the 
analyzer, the impact parameter (by lattice vibration of surface atoms) 

• the ion opties: the primary energy spread, the energy resolution of the analyzer and insta
hilities of electric and magnetic fields, used in the ion opties. 

• inelastic losses in the scattering process. 

The energy resolution of the analyzer is proportionally related to its solid angle of acceptance, 
but it may have an additional energy dependency. The spread in the primary energy is mainly 
determined by the extraction of i ons from the ionisation chamber of the ion souree ( trade off 
between energy spread and intensity, see chapter 1). 
Atomie vibrational energies lie in the order of 1 eV. Although these energies are small compared 
to the primary energies used in LEIS, the effect of vibrating atoms might not be neglected. The 
scattering angle of the collision is very sensitive to little variations of the impact parameter. 
Thermal broadening can be calculated to be of the order of JEv;6,.E1. 
The transition, from the cases where a particular atom is shadowed or not, is blurred by the 
energy spread, which reduces the accuracy of the structural analysis. The maximum amount of 
information from measured ICISS or EARISS spectra is gained from a comparison with simulated 
LEIS spectra. 

2.3 Quantitative analysis 

The yield of detected ions, scattered from one particular atomie component, can be generally 
written as: 

Y=C(E)Iu(E)P(E)N 

where: 

C(E)= energy and machine dependent factor 
u( E) = differential cross section of the ion-atom interaction 
P(E)= ion fraction of scattered particles 
I = target current 
N = atomie density 

(2.3) 

In quantitative analysis of the surface composition the atomie density N of an atomie compo
nent is to be determined from measurement of the spectrum and the target current. The cross 
section might be obtained by calculation using the Molière potential. The values of the remaining 
two factors, C(E) and P(E), are both uncertain. 
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The most accurate way todetermine the product C(E)u(E)P(E) is by calibration. This calibra
tion must be carried out for each component of the sample, leaving the experimental conditions 
unaltered. The conventional way to perform calibration is to use calibration samples. 
There is an alternative method for calibration without the use of calibration samples (ACK89]: 
the Dual Isotope Surface Composition analysis metbod (DISC-method) uses the two independent 
spectra of scattered 3 He- and 4He-ions from a target under constant experimental conditions to 
measure its surface composition. To use this method, the following conditions tnust be fulfilled: 

• The ion fraction P must be expressable as: 

(2.4) 

where a is a characteristic velocity which must be energy independent over a eertaio range 
and VJ is the ion velocity after scattering. Hagstrum (HAG54] has shown that this is the 
case, when neutralisation is governed by Auger or resonance processes. a may depend on 
the scattering trajectory and on the electrooie configuration of the projectile. However, 
the scattering trajectory is fixed by the geometry of the experiment, and the electrooie 
configuration of different isotopes is essentially the same. 

• The beam opties must be constructed of electrostatic elements only and space charge effects 
in the ion beam must be negligible. Apart from the beam intensity the primary beam 
characteristics will then be independent of the ion mass. 

• The energy dependency of the analyzer sensitivity must be known. Since the secondary 
energy of scattered 3 He- and 4 He-ions are generally different, the difference in analyzer 
sensitivity must be taken into account when comparing the experiments. 

Using a CMA with a constant resolution, the sensitivity will depend linearly on the pass energy, 
the energy of the selected scattered ions. The energy of an ion after a single scattering event is 
related to the primary energy by the constant kinematic factor (equation (2.1)). The ratio between 
the factors C(E) for 3He and 4He ion scattering, under the same experimental conditions, is then 
just given by the ratio of the corresponding kinematic factors. Combining (2.3) and (2.4) one 
obtains: 

3
YA 

3
uA 

3
aA 

3
PA 

3
/ 

3
UA 

3
aA 

3
/ ( aA aA) 

4yA = 4uA 4aA 4pA 4[ = 4uA 4aA 4[ exp 4vA - 3vA (2.5) 

(Suhscripts and superscripts denote an atomie component and the projectile mass number 
respectively.) Since the yields and the target currents can be measured and the kinematic factors, 
the cross sections and the veloeities after scattering can be calculated, a is the only unknown in 
equation (2.5), and can thus he ohtained. 
For two components A and B the concentration ratio can he determined once the charaderistic 
veloeities are known, using equation (2.6). 

NA 
4

UB 
4
an 4Pn 4YA 

Nn = 4uA 4aA 4pA 4YB 

2.4 Electronic processes in LEIS 

(2.6) 

The investigation of the electron cloud interaction in an ion-atom collision has gained much sci
entific interest. Neutralisation and inelastic losses are processes of this kind and are not well 
understood. As early as 1954 Hagstrum (HAG54] derived the theoretica! basis for Auger- and 
resonance neutralisation processes. These processes do not provide a complete description of the 
neutralisation hehaviour in LEIS. 
Recently, the occurrence of a number of processes has been experimentally verified (AON87 ,SOU89] 
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by investigation of Hé -ion, He0 -atom and He* -excited atom scattering from a number of different 
targets. Possible mechanisms of electrooie processes and their abbreviations are shown in figure 
2.5, and are described below. 

CEE CIE 

NMralization looization 

. 
'.AN 
' I 
' . . . . . 

\ 
QRN 

surtac~ ion 

Figure 2.5: Possible Charge Exchange Excitation (CEE) and Collision Induced Excitation (CIE) 
processes in He-atom collisions [SOU89]: Auger Neutralisation (AN), Resonance Neutralisation 

(RN) and Quasi Resonance core level Neutralisation (QRN). 

It must be noted that the energy level scheme of He can be changed considerably when a He 
atom approaches the surface. Firstly, the energy levels will broaden due to the decrease in life 
times. Secondly, the energy levels may shift by a configuration interaction of the orbitals of He 
and surface atoms or by the charge image effect of a He-ion on the surface. 
The resonance electron transfer requires the He level to lie within a surface electron band, because 
the initial and final energy of this transition must be equal. Broadening of the He-levels can thus 
play an important role in determining the probability of RN and QRN. In AN the vacant Hé 
Is-state will be occupied by a surface valenee electron, thereby ionizing an Auger electron of the 
solid. The kinetic energy of the primary ion will not he changed by any of these neutralisation 
processes. 
If a low energetic ion is scattered by a solid surface there is a large probability that it will he 
neutralized by an Auger- or a resonance transition. During the violent collision, the neutralized 
ion can he reionized via a process of an electron transfer from the He Is-level to a vacant surface 
valenee level. This causes an energy loss of the scattered ion. Singly scattered reionized projec
tiles, which survived neutralisation in the outgoing trajectory and are registered by the detector, 
give rise to a loss peak in the energy spectrum. The loss peak will he shifted towards the lower 
energy side of the elastic single scattering peak by an amount equal to the ionisation energy of 
the ion. Multiple scattered ions have a finite ion survival probability due to reionisation and will 
contribute to a broad background in the ion energy spectrum. Reionisation is observed to he 
influenced by changes of the surface band structure [CUN79] ( due to for example contamination 
or surface roughness). 
Inelastic scattering losses can also he caused without charge transfer between the ion and the solid 
by excitation ofsurface valenee electroos (collision induced excitation). 

The accurate knowledge of the neutralisation behaviour of low energetic ions scattered from 
solid surfaces is of great importance in quantitative analysis of LEIS spectra. Experimental deter
mination of neutralisation probabilities is now done by LEIS itself. lf the quantitative analysis in 
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neutralisation measurements is being clone by using calibration samples, one must besure that the 
neutralisation probabilities are not influenced by differences in chemica! composition (Resonant 
electron transfer processes are known to be influenced by band structure changes). If the use of 
calibration samples is doubtful, the DISC-method is a good candidate for a more accurate way to 
measure the neutralisation behaviour. However, the DISC-method is bound to the condition that 
the neutralisation probability can he written as (2.4). This can be checked a posteriori. 
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Chapter 3 

Examples of LEIS measurements 

3.1 LEIS investigation of GaAs 'decapping' 

3.1.1 Introduetion 

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is a metbod of crystal growth, which is used to produce high 
quality monocrystalline GaAs films on a substrate via a controlled layer by layer growth under 
UHV conditions. By growing monolayers of Gaand As alternately, samples of GaAs(001) (figure 
1) can be made. 

Depending on the amount of As and Ga in the toplayer, different surface structures of GaAs(001) 
are found [RAN81]. Stable, energetically favourable, surface structures can he different from the 
bulk crystal structure. In such cases the surface is said to be reconstructed. In our group recon
structions of GaAs(001) are studied by SPA-LEED (Spot Profile Analysis of Low Energy Electron 
Diffraction). The GaAs(001) samples are covered with an amorphous arsenicum cap of about 5 JJm 
thickness. The As cap functions as a protective layer against oxygen influence on the monocrys
talline GaAs surface during storage or transport in air. Once the sample is in a UHV system, 
the cap can be removed by heating at 320 °C. This process of evaporation of the As cap will be 
referred to as "decapping". 

The SPA-LEED measurements on the decapped samples showed broadened spot profiles at out 
of phase conditions (indicating double steps at the surface) and the expected surface reconstruc
tions were only found after annealing and sputtering. Similar results were obtained from other 
samples of the same wafer, subjected to varying decapping rates. Immediatly after decapping the 
As-stabilized (1x1) structure is always found. To help to explain the behaviour of the decapped 
surfaces a LEIS investigation of the surface composition was carried out at several stages in the 
process of decapping. 

3.1.2 Experiment 

The measurements of normal incidence 141.7° ion scattering are carried out on the NODUS ap
paratus (figure 3.2). The NODUS apparatus is provided with a commercially available ion gun 
(Leybold IQE12/38), which is used as a primary ion source. The main axis of the ion souree is 
inclined to the main axis of the ion beam opties (lenses and deflection plates). The voltage across 
a set of deflection plates must he adjusted to bend the primary ions over the inclination angle. 
The inclination angle serves as a separator of neutral and charged particles. 

On a turn table twelve samples can be stored inside the NODUS vacuum vessel. These sam
ples, one at a time, can he put in the focal point of the cylinderical mirror analyzer (CMA) 
and can he heated if necessary. Using the sample guiding system, samples can he transferred 
from the turn table to the preparation chamber. The heating procedure of the GaAs decapping 
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Figure 3.1: Bulk structure of GaAs(OOl). (a) top view (b) side view.[RAN81] 
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Figure 3.2: The NODUS apparatus. 
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was clone in this chamber, to prevent the experiment chamber from being polluted with arsenicum. 

Both Ne+ and He+ are used as primary ions. To separate the Ga signal from the As signal 
in the energy spectrum Ne+ rather than He+ should he used. At the scattering angle of 141.7° 
possible oxygen or carbon signals can only he observed in He+ -scat tering spectra. 

A capped GaAs(001) sample is subjected to the decapping heating procedure. The decapping 
process is interrupted a few times to measure the surface composition. In each cycle the sample 
must he transferred back and forth between the experiment and preparation chamber. Hence, one 
cannot he sure about taking the same measuring region on the sample each time. 

3.1.3 Results 

A capped MBE grown GaAs(001) sample, mounted on a sample holderby means of Ta clips, was 
introduced in the NO DUS apparatus. A Ne+ -scattering experiment has shown immediately the 
presence of Ga at the surface. Careful heating at low temperatures (200 °C) did not provide a 
pure As covered surface. The opportunity of having a sensitivity reference signal for As to allow 
quantitative As coverage measurements is consequently lost. 

Using a beam of 3keV He+ -ions a spectrum is measured. No peaks below the Ga/ As-peak 
have been observed. The background level is acceptably low(figure 3.3a). 

The heating procedure is carried out in several steps. Between every step a spectrum of 
scattered 3keV Ne+ -ions is measured. Table 3.1 lists the temperature and the heating time of 
each step. The last column of table 1 gives the diagram number of the spectrum, measured after 
completion of the heating step. The spectra can he found in figure 3.4. 

T hl 3 1 H a e 0 0 d eatmg proce ure. 
step T(OC) time diagram 

0 20 3a 
1 200 1h40 3b 
2 275 1h 3c 
3 290 Oh57 3d 
4 290 1h00 3e 
5 290 1h00 3f 
6 350 1h18 3g 
7 400 2h55 3h 
8 400 3h15 3i 

The final measured spectrum is a 3keV He+ -spectrum (figure 3.3b). It is seen from this spec
trum that oxygen is present at the surface and the background level has markedly increased. 

3.1.4 Discussion 

It is expected that a careful heating treatment of the sample at a temperature of 150 to 200 oe 
slowly evaporates the As cap along with contaminants at and within the cap [ref]. The resultant 
sample, held clean in a UHV environment, would provide the reference signal from a pure As 
surface. No such surface could he obtained from our samples because the As cap showed to have 
holes in it. 
Before any heating treatment was subjected to the samples an observation with an optical micro
scope sufliced to see these holes. LEIS measurements showed the presence of Ga at the surface. 
Consiclering the extremely small information depth of LEIS, the bottorn of the holes must he 
formed by the epitaxially grown GaAs. 

The remains of the cap are finally blown off at 320°C. This yields the As-stabilized (1x1) 
structure, as is found by SPA-LEED [SPA90]. Figure 3.5. shows a LEIS simulation on 3keV 
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Figure 3.3: Scattered 3keVHé-spectra (a) before heating (b) after heating 

Ne+ -scat tering on a As-terminated GaAs(001) surface in the [1ÏO] plane (the plane of the minimal 
As-Ga distance). It is observed that Ga in the second layer is not screened from incoming ions by 
the shadow cone of the first layer As atoms. 
By repeating the structure of figure 3.5. over lattice distances in the direction normal to this 
plane, we get the complete picture of the As terminated (001) surface (compare with figure 3.1). 
The ions scattered through 141.7° by Ga are blocked in the [1ÏO] direction, but are not in the 
perpendicular direction. Since the eMA integrates the scattering yields over the full azimuthal 
range, the spectrum of As-terminated GaAs(001) will show a As peak as wellas a Ga peak. This 
case is identified with the stabie situation, depicted in figure 3.4e-g. 

Going from figure 3.4a to 3.4d it is seen that the Ga peak is gradually growing during the 
evaporation of the As cap. Two possible evaporation schemes (figure 3.6) are possible, which are 
likely to occur simultaneously: 

• The surface of the cap of non-uniform thickness is evaporized at a uniform rate. Regions, 
initially covered with a thin layer, become visible at the surface first. 

• Arsenicum is evaporated preferentially from the solid boundaries of the holes, thereby in
creasing the bottorn area of the holes in time. 

After a few hours of heating at more than 320 oe the Ga to As signal ratio bas changed 
drastically compared to the stabie situation of figure 3.4e-g. The absolute Ga-signal however, 
is not changed. This is an obscure effect, since a diminishing absolute As-signal is likely to be 
accompanied with an enhancement of the Ga-signal. 
After the Ne+ -scattering had been carried out, an oxygen peak was observed in a scattered He+
spectrum. Prior to the heating at temperatures beyond 320 oe a spectrum from a similar He+
experiment did not show an oxygen peak. Apparently, at high temperatures of the oven in the 
preparation chamber residual oxygen in the vacuum system is deposited on the sample. It must 
be concluded from the relative weak LEIS sensitivity for oxygen, that the contamination is con
siderable. 
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Figure 3.4: Scattered 3keV Ne+ -spectra in several stages of decapping. (see table 3.1) 
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Figure 3.5: LEIS simulation of 3keV Ne+-scattering on GaAs(OOl) in the [lÏO] plane. 

Figure 3.6: Two models of decapping (a) uniform evaporation of surface layers (b) preferred 
evaporation of As at hole boundaries. 
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To explain the constancy of the Ga peak height during heating beyond 350 °C, the following 
model is proposed. It is assumed that during heating at high temperatures the sites of evaporized 
As at the As-toplayer are :eoccupied by oxygen atoms (the presence of which was shown in the 
spectrum of He+ -scattering). At these positions oxygen atoms can effectively block the ions scat
tered from second layer Ga atoms in the same way as arsenicum atoms do. The model implies 
that oxygen is preferred to have a bonding with Ga at an As-vacancy rather than a bonding with 
a toplayer As atom, as is supported by the fact the sticking coefficient of 0 tb Ga is five times 
the sticking coefficient of 0 to As [RAN81]. The absorption of oxygen on As-vacancy sites to 
form Ga-0-Ga units was suggested by Su et al [SU.82] at the GaAs(llO) surface on the basis 
of photoemission experiments. It is believed that similar Ga-0-Ga units can he formed on the 
GaAs(OOl) surface since the considered Ga atoms have equal distances in the unreconstructed 
(001) and (110) surfaces. 

Comparing the last two spectra from tigure 3.4 one can see that in the latter the As signal is 
slightly in advance, although the sample was heated for about three more hours at 400 °C. This 
might he explained by a thermally assisted ditfusion process from the bulk to the surface [SIN81]. 

3.1.5 Final remarks 

A considerable part of the discussion is devoted to explain qualitatively the influence of oxygen 
on the measurements. It must be noted that decapping should be clone in an oxygen free UHV 
chamber. 
It was understood from the measurements that the As cap on the investigated samples provided 
a poor proteetion against an air-crystal contact, since the crystal surface appeared to be covered 
partially only. Despite of this, by exhaustive annealing and Ar+ -sputtering of samples from the 
same wafer the GaAs(OOl) surface has shown now, by SPA-LEED [SPA90], (2xl) and (lxl) recon
structions. An As enrichment from a bulk to surface diffusion, consistent with our findings about 
the change of surface composition by heating at 400°C, can explain why eventually reconstructions 
did appear. 

3.2 Neutralisation of He-ions on NaCl{OOl) 

3.2.1 Introduetion 

The neutralisation of He-ions on solid surfaces has recently gained a lot of interest, as it is the 
least understood phenomenon in LEIS. In section 2.4 a discussion on neutralisation has already 
been given. 
Souda et al. [SOU86] have stuclied the relative variations in the yields of scattered normal incidence 
1.0 keV He-ions on NaCl(OOl) as a function of the polar and azimuthal angle. These relative 
variations reflect the trajectory dependency of neutralisation. The knowledge of the absolute 
values of the He-ion fractions for the components of NaCl is important for the verification of a 
new theoretica! model of neutralisation [VER90]. 
Since the DISC-method (section 2.3) proceeds via the measurement of the charaderistic velocity 
of neutralisation, it can he used (under conditions) to measure the absolute ion fractions. Here, 
it will be used to to measure the He-ion fractions for Na and Cl in the energy range of 1 to 4 
keV. The experiments are carried out on the NODUS apparatus, already described in the previous 
section. 

3.2.2 Measurements 

The NaCl(OOl) crystal was heated to 500°C for activation of thermal desorption of contaminants. 
The sample was held at this temperature during the experiment, because under this condition the 
conductivity of NaCl sufficed to avoid charging of the sample. 
The DISC-method requires 3He and 4He spectra at the same ion beam conditions. Prior to the 
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first measurement, the settings of the ion beam opties are adjusted. The final settings are then 
used for both 3 He and 4He. Only the beam intensity is allowed to be different due to a different 
gas pressure in the ion source. 
In the absence of space charge effects in the ion beam, the beam current will increase with the ion 
souree pressure. Space charge effects are recognized by a saturation or even a decrease of the beam 
current when the souree pressure is increased. The souree pressure was held below the saturation 
level during the experiment. 
The background pressure in the experiment chamber was i.I0- 9mbar. 

3.2.3 Results 

The spectra of NaCl(001) were measured at energies of 1 to 4 keV in steps of 250 eV (below 3 
keV). Figure 3.7 shows a spectrum of 4He-ions with a primary energy of 3000 eV. The Na and Cl 
peak are well separated. At the low energy side of the spectrum a peak corresponding tosputtered 
ions is present. The Na and Cl signallevels were obtained from the spectra by taking the peak 
are as. 

Signal 
(103 c/s) 

1.50 ~-----------------------. 
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Figure 3.7: Measured spectrum of 3keV 4 He-ions on NaC1(001). 

The difference in the energy dependency of the neutralistion of He ions on Na and Cl is seen 
from a plot of the ratio of the ion fractions of Na and Cl to the primary energy (figure 3.8). 

From the measured 3He and 4 He yields the logarithmic DISC ratio (see equation 2.5) is calcu
lated: 

(

3yA 4UA 4aA 4]) aA aA 1 
In ---- =ln(A = --- o:: --

4YA 3uA 3aA 3] - 4vA 3vA ,;Ei 

where E; is the primary energy. The graph of the logarithmic ratio to the reciprocal square 
root of E; is given in figure 3.9. The lines in the graphs for Na and Cl are the least square 
fits of straight lines through the origin (the neutralisation probability tends to zero for large ion 
veloei ties). 

The characteristic veloeities a and b, for Na and Cl respectively, can be obtained from the 
slope of the lines: 

a=(1.9 ± 1).105 m/s 
b=(4.1 ± 3).105 m/s 
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The charaderistic veloeities could alternatively he calculated from (2.6) as the atomie density 
ratio of Na to Cl is known to he unity at the NaCl(OOl) surface. An equivalent equation can he 
used for the quantities obtained from the 3 He experiment. So, a and b can he solved from the 
equations: 

3 a b 
ln e=---+-

3VNa 3ve1 

4 a b 
ln e=---+-

4VNa 4ve1 

where (for i=3,4) 

The solution is: 

[4 3 ]-1 3 3 4 4 Vel Vel 
a = ( ve1ln { - ve1ln {) -

4 
- - -

3 
-

VNa VNa 

b (3 1 3t 4 l 4t) VNa VNa 
[

3 4 ] -1 
= VNa n '-- VNa n '- -3-- -4-

Vel vel 

Figure 3.10 gives the calculated values of a and b. 

3.2.4 Discussion 

Two different methods were used to determine the charaderistic veloeities for Na and Cl. The 
difference between the two methods is the way in which normalisation of the speetral peaks is 
achieved. In the first metbod the beam current ratio is used to normalize the signal ratio of one 
component measured in two different spectra; in the second metbod the atomie density ratio is 
used to normalize the signal ratio of two components within a spectrum. 

The first metbod applied to the measured data suffers from a problem with the measurement 
of the beam current. Afterwards, it was noticed that the measured sample current was affected 
by the sample oven. A background level, strongly dependent on the current through the oven 
filament, was added to the sample current. 
The advantage of the second metbod is that it does not require the knowledge of the beam current. 
It is seen from tigure 3.10 that even this metbod shows a very large spread in the calculated a 
and b. The first reason for this large spread is the susceptibility of this metbod to little errors 
in the measured quantities. Preferential shadowing by contaminants on the reactive Na atoms 
or preferential sputtering might he a stronger reason for the large spread. In that case both the 
influenced Na/Cl signal ratio and the presumption of the atomie density ratio being unity will 
cause systematic errors. 

Figure 3.8 shows the energy dependenee of the ratio between the ion fractions of Na and Cl. 
At energies below 1500 eV the ratio becomes very large, which indicates that the characteristic 
velocity of Cl is larger than of Na. This is consistent with the obtained values for the mean 
characteristic velocities. At high energies the ratio tends to unity. This is to he expected, because 
both ion fractions tend to unity, as for higher energies the interaction time becomes very small 
compared to the time needed for a neutralisation transition. 

3.2.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The obtained values of the characteristic veloeities of Na and Cl are in qualitative agreement with 
the behaviour of the ratio of ion fractions of Na and Cl. An accurate quantitative determination 
of the characteristic veloeities of Na and Cl by application of the DISC metbod appeared not to he 
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possible, because of a troublesome current measurement. An alternative way of determination of 
the characteristic velocities, using the Na/Cl signal ratios of the measured spectra, did not work 
out accurately, which may he attributed to preferential shadowing of Na atoms by contaminants. 
The characteristic veloeities of Na and Cl are determined, despite of the inaccuracies. The large 
spreads thus introduced, did not allow a true verification of the presumed energy independency of 
a and b. 

Future measurements on NaCl(001) for the determination of a and b with an enhanced accuracy 
could he redone with the help of the DISC method. By switching off the oven current during the 
readout of the beam current the present problems could probably he avoided. 
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Figure 3.8: The ratio e = PNal Pel as a function of the primary energy. 
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Figure 3.10: Calculated values of a and b for the alternative DISC method. 
a= (5.3 ± 5).105 m/s and b = (9.4 ± 7).105 m/s. 
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Chapter 4 

EARl SS 

4.1 Introduetion 

The most severe problem in LEIS experiments is the surface damage, caused by the measurement 
itself, due to the exposure of the target to the ion beam. Thus, the ion close must be kept at a 
minimum during the measurement. This implies the use of a detector with an optimal sensitivity 
( detection efficiency). Simultaneous measurements ( with the use of more detectors) will use the 
ion close more efficiently. To meet these requirements EARISS (Energy and Angle Resolved Ion 
Scattering Spectroscopy) is being developed. A single EARISS measurement collects the spectra 
over a nearly full azimuthal range simultaneously. To obtain the same information with the help of 
a conventional LEIS apparatus, one would require spectra at a large number of different azimuthal 
angles. The measurement of the azimuthal dependenee of scattered ion spectra is meaningful in 
structural analysis of surfaces (see chapter 2). 
In the following sections of this chapter some essential parts of the equipment of EARISS will 
be described. My purpose is to give an overview of the working principles of the instrument. 
More, detailed information is given by Hellings [HEL86] and van der Meulen [MEU88], whohave 
described the earlier work on the development of the apparatus. Recent work on the EARISS 
apparatus has been concentrated on the detector design and the sample manipulator (chapter 5). 

4.2 The analyzer 

For simultaneous detection of the energy and azimuthal angle of backscattered ions from a sample, 
a double toroidal analyzer has been built [HEL86]. A schematic picture of it is drawn in figure 
4.1. Primary ions are guided along the line of symmetry of the analyzer and are focussed on the 
sample. Only backscattered ions with a scattering angle of 145° enter the opening of the entrance 
slit. 
The EARISS analyzer consists of double toroidal electrodes. The voltages on the electredes de
termine the pass energy (i.e. the energy of the ions following the central - main - path) of the 
analyzer. The geometry of the electredes is optimized to achieve that the radial coordinate of 
the position where an ion will hit the circular detector plane is linearly dependent on the kinetic 
energy of the ion. Only ions with an energy within plus or minus 6% of the pass energy, will reach 
the detector. The spectrum of these ions will thus he projected on the detector along its radius 
(being a linear energy axis). In order to he able to scan the narrow energy window of the analyzer 
across a wider energy range an accelerating section with focussing elements ("zoom lens") is put 
at the entrance of the deflection unit. 

The azimuthal component of the velocity of an ion is preserved in the analyzer. This allows 
the ions to have unwanted spiralling paths in the analyzer. An azimuth selector, which is to he 
installed in future, must select ions having no azimuthal velocity. 
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Figure 4.1: The EARISS experiment. 
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Figure 4.2: Electron multiplication in a channel of an MCP. 

Finally, the EARISS analyzer is equipped with a variabie diaphragm, additional components 
to reduce fringing fields at both ends of the analyzer (Herzog elements) and a skimmer which 
catch ions which leave the analyzer at too small or large angles. 

4.3 The detector 

Wh en an ion leaves the analyzer its position on the detector plane is a direct measure of the energy 
and the azimuthal direction of scattering. A two dimensional detector will perform the position 
measurement by utilizing single ion detection techniques. The detector can process only one ion 
at a time. During the signal processing time the detector can handle no ions. 
To achieve the required electronic signal detection level the ion charge must be amplified using 
microchannel plates (MCP's). An MCP is a ring shaped thin glass plate containing a large 
number (approximately 106) of channels. Each of those channels can act as a charge multiplier. 
Via avalanche multiplication of secondary electrons, released by the impact of an incident ion on 
the wallof a channel, an electron cloud willleave the MCP (figure 4.2). Positional information of 
the incident ion is preserved, since the electron multiplication takes place in small (12 J.'m wide) 
channels. 
A cascade of two MCP's (a Chevron) should provide a large charge gain of 105 to 106 . The voltage 
across and the lengthof the drift space between the two MCP's must be adapted to let the electron 
cloud, leaving the first MCP, spread out the electrans over a sufficient but not too large number 
of channels of the second MCP. The second MCP is operated in space charge saturation, to effect 
that the electron clouds, leaving the second MCP, show a preferred size. One can take advantage 
of this in signal-noise separation (see section Signal Processing). 

After a channel of a MCP has fired an electron cloud the walls of that channel are positively 
charged. Due to the intrinsic capacitance and resistivity of the MCP the neutralisation of the 
walls will take a charaderistic recovery time. This limits the maximum partiele flux on the MCP 
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Figure 4.3: Cross section of the detector. 

to 22.103 s- 1mm- 2 [MEU88]. 
The negatively charged electron clouds can also attract nearby positive ions from the residual gas 
(ionized by the electron cloud), thereby retriggering a new avalanche (ionic feedback). To reduce 
ionic feedback the channels of the second MCP are inclined with respect to the main axis of the 
detector by 13°. 

The detector (figure 4.3) is built up of a Chevron and a charge collector. The open central 
region of the detector allows the primary beam to pass. The charge collector must he position 
sensitive to localize where the electron cloud has arrived. To understand how position sensitivity 
is achieved in our detector, abserve a simple case in figure 4.4a. The collector plane is divided 
into a number of strips with an increasing width when going from the left to the right. The right 
boundaries of adjacent strips have equal distances. The strips are electrically interconnected. 
When an electron cloud covers a few strips the measured charge on the strips, normalized to the 
total charge in the cloud, is a direct measure of the position of the center of the electron cloud. 
The two dimensional EARISS charge collector makes use of the sameprinciple (figure 4.4b). The 
radial and azimuthal position are measured by means of strips with an increasing width along the 
radius and angle respectively. These strips will he referred to as E-strips and ~strips. 

The pattern of collector strips is manufactured lithographically on a glass substrate. A conduct
ing backplane and additional conducting strips between adjacent E- and Ç>-strips on the collector 
plate are capacitively coupled to ground, to reduce the cross talk between the E- and ~signals. 
The detector strips are capacitively coupled to the integrating current amplifiers (charge ampli
fiers). The determination of the total charge in the electron cloud is carried out by measuring the 
amount of charge supplied to the second MCP, which is (nearly) the same as the amount of charge 
in the electron cloud leaving this MCP. 

A signal processing unit derives the information about the position of the center of the electron 
cloud from the E- and ~signals by performing a normalization to the total charge signal. 
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Figure 4.4: Position sensitive collector strip pattem (a) fora simple linear detector (b) fora two 
dimensional ( r ,1/J )-detector [KNI87]. 
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Figure 4.5: Typical output pulse shape of the charge amplifiers. 

4.4 Signal processing. 

If a single electron cloud impinges on the collector a short current pulse will appear at both E- and 
~/>-strips. These pulses are fed to a charge amplifier which generates stretched pulses, the height 
of which is proportional to the collected charge by the corresponding set of strips. An additional 
charge amplifier is attached to the second MCP, monitoring the total amount of charge leaving 
the MCP. The output of the total charge amplifier is accompagnied with a fast timing pulse. 
The charge amplifiers are fast integrating differentiating amplifiers. The fast integrating part of 
the amplifier will transform the current pulses from the signal stripsintoa voltage step, the height 
of which is proportional to the charge collected by the signal strips. The differentiating part must 
ensure that no pulse pile up occurs. To avoid the pulse height to he influenced by the differenti
ating action the time constant of differentiation must he large compared to the time constant of 
integration. The typical pulse shape at the output of the charge amplifier is shown in figure 4.5. 
In practice the adjustment of the charge amplifiers must he clone accurately to reduce oscillatory 
effects (introduced by the transmission lines of the pulse signals). 

The pulse heights of the E- and 4>-signals, must he normalized to the total amount of charge 
in the electron cloud. Figure 4.6 shows the setup of the signal processing unit. 

The variabie delay lines allow the pulses to he shifted with respect to the eneode signal of the 
Analog to Digital Converters (ADC's). They are adjusted to let the moment of signal sampling 
coincide with the moment that the pulses have reached their peak values. 
Normalization is now accomplished by two integer divisions, 

E= ~E 
Q, 

4> = ~4> 
Q, 

denoting QE, Qq, and Q1 as the peak values of the E-, 4>- and total charge signals. The integer 
divisions of the digitized peak values is performed by means of a lookup table divider. The results 
of the dividers are registered by a Multi Channel Analyzer (MCA). The EARISS MCA counts for 
each possible (E,I/> )-event the number of its occurences during an experiment. The contents of the 
MCA-memory can he read by a HP9000/300 computer. With the help of the software available 
on this computer the data can he graphically represented. 
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Figure 4.6: The EARISS data processing scheme (see text). 

The timing of the signa! processing system is derived from the fast timing pulse from the Q, charge 
amplifier, which is generated when a charge pulse is detected. The pulse height of this timing pulse 
is made to he proportional to the total charge in the electron cloud. Since the electron clouds have 
a preferred size (space charge operation of the second MCP) a discriminator window cao separate 
the signa! pulses from amplifier noise. 

4.5 The vacuum system 

The EARISS analyzer is mounted in a spherical UHV vessel, together with a number parts which 
constitute the EARISS apparatus (figure 4.7): 

• An ion souree on the top of the vessel, right above the analyzer, is used as the primary ion 
souree for He, Ne, or Ar ions in the EARISS experiment. 

• An identical ion souree in combination with the drift tube is used for a time-of-flight spec
trometer. 

• A sputter ion gun. 

• A sample manipulator (modified Panmure Instruments, see chapter 5) for translational and 
rotational sample movements. A resistive heating element mounted on the manipulator, 
below the sample position, is used for annealing. 

• A magnetically coupled sample guiding system for sample transfer between the EARISS 
vessel, the LEED apparatus, a sample storage stack and a sample introduetion chamber. 

• A quadrupole mass spectrometer for analysis of the residual gas. 

• A Wien filter (a crossed electric and magnetic field) used as a mass filter. 

UHV conditions in the EARISS vessel are achieved by the use of a turbo molecular pump, ion 
getter pumps and titanium sublimation pumps. Water vapour is commonly the main component 
in the residual gas. Water inclusions in stainless steel of the vessel cao he easily removed by baking 
it out at a temperature as high as possible (less than 250°C). During the experiment water vapour 
cao he condensed on a cooling screen, using liquid nitrogen as a coolant. 
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Figure 4. 7: The EARISS apparatus. 
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4.6 Current advances 

Recentworkon the EARISS apparatus has been concentrated on the design of the detector. Van 
der Meulen [MEU88] has reported the first results with the EARISS analyzer and the detector. 
His E-4> intensity plots showed large deviations from the images which were to be expected. It 
appeared that the problems were caused in the image formation of the electron cloud, leaving the 
secoud MCP, on the collector plate. A duplicate detector was builtand tested separately from the 
EARISS apparatus. · 

Van Straten [STR88] summarized the problems with the detector as: an electric field distortion 
in the detector volume, a too large electron cloud spread due to a too large distance between the 
secoud MCP and the collector, and an asymmetry in the image formation due to the 13° inclina
tion angle of channels in the secoud MCP. 
A modified detector is currently being used, which has a decreased distance between the MCP 
and the collector, and a resistive layer on the detector side wall to ensure a graduate voltage drop 
across the drift region. A slight distortion due to the channel inclination angle still exists. 
Experiments with the modified duplicate detector have shownother types of problems, caused by 
the charaderistics of the position sensitive collector. The position of the center of the electron 
cloud cannot be measured anymore when the cloud falls on a single strip, or when the cloud ex
ceeds the boundary of the detector. Despite of this, after a proper adjustment of the discriminator 
window and the voltage across the drift space of the electron cloud, simulations predict an angular 
resolution of 3% and an energy resolution of 5%. 
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Figure 4.8: E-~-plot of sputtered ions 
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A serious problem of the detector is its fragile contruction. The detector must be bu\lt up 
extremely carefully and accurately. Furthermore, the detector is hardly resistant against electrical 
discharges, because the maximum current density through the electrical conductors and contacts 
is then easily exceeded. Discharges can occur in this part of the apparatus, since the detector is 
put at a high voltage. There is no easy solution for this problem but to work very carefully. 

The modified detector is installed into the EARISS apparatus. A sample of Ni(100) was 
chosen to be used in a test measurement of the EARISS apparatus. A clean surface of the sample 
is expected to give a Ni peak with no angular dependency. The test included a check if the peak 
shifts linearly with the acceleration voltage on the zoom lens. When the Ni sample is heated 
beyond 500°C it is expected that sulphur segregates to the surface and becomes "visible" for 
LEIS. This was previously verified by a measurement on the NODUS apparatus. A few results 
of the test are presented below. Firstly, the peak of sputtered ions in the small-energy range of 
the spectrum was used to adjust the primary ion beam and the EARISS analyzer. A spectrum 
measured from these sputtered should show the area in the E-1/>-plane in which counts can he 
expected. The pattem found (see figure 4.8) shows a retangular area, which is only distorted by 
the S-shape which originates from the 13 degrees inclination of the second channel plate. The 
spectrum was measured using Hé, 2000 eV. It shows an energy range of 240 e V (pass energy 
is 2000 eV) and an azimuthal range of about 320°. The high intensity of sputtered ions at low 
energy (right edge of the pattern) is clearly observed. 
Unfortunately the collector was damaged during the following experiments. Only the right part 
of it can still be used. For the experiments on the Ni(100) target, the acceleration voltage on the 
zoom lens was adjusted so that the Ni signal was expected in this region. 
A pronounced peak at the energy of scattered ions from Ni was measured. This peak shifted 
indeed linearly with the zoom lens potential. Two spectra, measured with the zoom lens potential 
being different by an amount of 100V, were added to determine the FWHM of the Ni peak. A 
section of the two dimensional sum spectrum is shown in figure 4.9. The FWHM of the Ni peak 
is determined to be 34 eV. This is relatively small compared to that obtained from the NODUS 
apparatus (45 eV). 
After heating at a temperature of approximately 600°C a S peak appeared. The shadowing effect 
of the S on Ni should he visible as a diminished Ni peak heigth along a range of angles. This effect 
was not yet observed as a significant decrease in Ni peak intensity. Also, a rotation of the sample 
around its surface normal should shift the spectra linearly in azimuth. This shift was also not yet 
oberved. 
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Figure 4.9: Sum of two spectra shifted by 100 eV 
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Chapter 5 

The sample manipulator 

5.1 Introduetion 

A new Panmure lnstruments manipulator is installed in the EARISS vacuum chamber. It makes 
sample movements in all six degrees of freedom of translation and rotation possible. Sample 
translation is used to choose an appropriate area on the surface for the analysis or to compensate 
for the differences in geometry of different samples. The rotational movements are useful in 
conneetion with the Time Of Flight (TOF) spectrometer (also mounted on the EARISS vessel), 
to vary the direction of incidence of the primary ion beam on the sample. 
The manipulator is equipped with six stepper motors. A programmabie stepper motor interface 
allows computer control of the manipulator via a serial communication link. 
The original Panmure instrument has been subjected to a number of modifications: 

• The sample holder had to he adapted to our existing sample guiding system. 

• The strong stepper motors could easily damage the manipulator, when the outer limitsof 
its working range are reached. On each axis limit switches (indicating the outerlimitsof the 
working range) are mounted, which inhibit further motion when activated. 

• There is no computer readout possibility of the absolute position on any axis. We were forced 
to adopt the, both uncomfortable and quite dangerous, solution to use the limit switches 
as reference points and use the number of steps carried out by the motors to calculate the 
actual position. 

In this section the manipulator will he described in some detail, with special attention to those 
parts which have been modified. 

5.2 Choice of a coordinate frame 

Any displacement of the manipulator can he represented by a vector in six dimensional space. 
Translation and Rotation require three dimensions each. The coordinates of translation (X,Y,Z) 
are measured as a distance (in millimeters) along an orthogonal XYZ-frame, fixed to the EARISS 
apparatus. The coordinates of rotation (I,J ,K) are measured as an angle of rotation (in degrees) 
about the IJK-frame axes (to he defined below). The following conventions will he made: 

• The coordinate axes are chosen to coincide with the mechanica! axes of motion of the ma
nipulator. 

• The stepper motor drivers are preprogrammed to run the stepper motors in a particular 
direction when a command for a motion in "positive" direction is given. Let the positive 
direction of any frame axis point in the "positive" direction of the corresponding stepper 
motor. 
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Figure 5.1: The definition of the coordinate frame. 

• The axes of the right handed XYZ-frame are defined as in figure 5.1. 

• The reference position (X,Y,Z)=Ö is chosen to correspond to the zero-positions of the Pan
mure nonii of the XYZ-axes. 

• 1-rotation is the rotation about the normal of the sample surface. 

• J-rotation is the rotation about the line, which lies in the surface of the sample, perpendicular 
to the Z-axis. 

• K-rotation is the rotation about the Z-axis. 

• The IJK-rotation axes interseet at the Z-axis. 

• (I,J ,K)=Ö corresponds to the case, where the axes of 1-, J- and K-rotation lie parallel to the 
X-,Y- and Z-axes respectively. 

The coordinate frame is drawn in picture 5.1. The above conventions imply the possibility of 
coincidence of the 1- and K-axis (when J=±90° ). Because the manipulator has a limited range of 
J-values (±20°), the 1- and K-axis are always distinct. 

5.3 Motor drive unit 

5.3.1 General description 

The motor drive unit (a commercially available Digiplan) is a programmabie stepper motor in
terface. It generates the required pulses for the stepper motor drivers, determined by a series of 
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elementary commands specifying the parameters of motion. The commands are represent(!d by 
strings of ASCII characters, which can be entered into the motor drive unit via a RS232C port. 
Any computer provided with a RS232C port can control the stepper motors. In our case the mo
tor drive unit will be connected to the instrument bus of a HP9000/300 computer via a RS232C 
interface. 
Additional facilities, such as hardware motion control and several higher level software commands, 
simplify computer controL The Digiplan User Information [PAN] should be u8ed as a reference 
man u al. 
The stepper motors are driven by two identical motor drive units, for XYZ- and IJK-movements 
respectively. Note that the I-,J- and K-axes are named internally X, Y and Z in the motor drive 
unit for rotation. A J-rotation is thus a Y-motion addressed to the rotational drive. 

5.3.2 Command strings 

Commands are built up of ASCII characters which specify the desired action. Each new string 
command is terminated by an initialise token '$' and a carriage return {CR} character. As an 
example, the command for a move along the Y-axis over +4000 steps with a speed of 800 steps 
per second would be: 

"Y +4000 @800 $ (CR)" 

Several command stringscan be concatenated using a sequence divider ':'. Unless the actual 
settings need to be altered, the motion parameters do not need to be specified again for each 
motion: 

"X+300 @600: Y-: ${CR)" 

is a concatenation of command strings, which represents a motion along the X-axis over +300 
steps with a velocity of 600 steps per second and a motion along the Y-axis over the same distance 
with the same velocity in negative direction. 

5.3.3 Motion control 

The speed profile of the stepper motors is determined a startfstop speed, an acceleration rate and 
the final speed (figure 5.2). This profile is made fully programmable. 

The choice of the startfstop speed mainly depends on the mass of inertia of the load of the 
stepper motors: the stepper motors should be able to run immediately at the startfstop speed 
from a motionless state; also, it must be able to stop immediately at the current step when no 
further step pulses are given. In this way an exact position of the stepper motor can always be 
guaranteed. A start/stop speed of 400 steps per second proved to be well suited for our manipu
lator. 
The motor drive unit has four speed ranges. The speed range with the lowest maximum speed 
should be used for the manipulator drive. Each time the speed range, the startfstop speed or the 
acceleration rate is changed, the drive unit needs a second to calculate the new speed profile. It 
suffices for us to define these parameters once, when initialising the system. 

The motors can be controlled to run for a number of steps (index mode) or to run uncondi
tionally (run mode). The latter mode is a dangerous one for use in a manipulator drive. The only 
way tostop the motor in the run mode is by a hardware interruption. A run mode (G-) command 
can be used in combination with an Abort (A-) command fora conditional stop controlled by a 
binary logic input of the motor drive unit: 

"X @800 G: H2 A: $ (CR}" 
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Figure 5.2: The speed profile of the stepper motors. 
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is a command for a run {in positive direction) along the X-axis with a speed of 800 steps per 
second, which must he aborted when input2 is in the logic "high" (H-) state. A more safe way to 
implement the same function is to use the abort command in the index mode: 

"X+12400 @800: H2 A:$ (CR)" 

when 12400 steps correspond to the distance to the outer limit of the X-axis in positive direc
tion. 

To get around with reversing hysteresis the Backslash (B-) command cao he used. Supposing 
B is set to +50, a move in negative direction will trespass the endpoint by 50 excessive steps, turn 
to the positive direction and move back 50 steps. If, on the other hand, the endpoint is reached 
coming from the other direction no backslash should he used. In this way the endpoint is always 
reached from the positive direction. During initialisation the backslash correction cao he set: "B 
+50 $ (CR)". Motion commands will then have the form: 

":X +100: $(CR)" 
":X -100 B: $(CR)" 

for a move of 100 steps along the X-axis in positive and negative direction respectively. 

5.3.4 Status report 

At any time a status of the motor drive unit cao he reported to the computer via the serial data 
link with the use of a status request command. After writing a status request command string to 
the drive unit, a computer read operation should accept the status report. The status information 
is divided over a number of different status reports: motion status, communication status, input 
status, busy status, position status and sequence status. The status format and representation is 
given in [PAN]. After each movement a status report must he requested. If a fault condition bas 
occurred, it will remaio mentioned in the status information until a status request bas been given 
after the cause of the fault is being removed. 
Status information is essential for operating the manipulator safely (see last section ofthis chapter). 
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Figure 5.3: The system electronics 

The position reportback provides the number of steps sent to the stepper motor during the last 
motion. This is the only information for the computer to determine the actual change of position 
of the manipulator. 

5.3.5 Inputfoutput 

The motor drive unit is provided with a number of inputs and outputs for logic signals. The logic 
levels are defined "high" for +24 VDC and "low" for 0 VDC. Preprogrammed inputs are the limit 
switch and emergency stop inputs. The limit switch inputs are described below in section Limit 
electronics. The emergency stop input could he connected to a emergency stop button: if this 
input is not connected to +24 VDC any motion ofthe stepper motors will he stopped immediately. 
Three additional inputs are provided to the user for hardware motor controL An example of this 
was already given in section Motion controL 
Five outputs are available to the user. Output5 can he connected as a fault condition indicator, 
which can he used to generate a service request to the computer. The other outputs can he 
controlled by the user with the help of three different commands: 

"S14: R2: P3,40: $(CR}" 

is an example of Set outputl and output4, Reset output2 and Pulse output3 with a duration 
of 40 units of 10 msec. The outputs can he used as a flag for the computer to indicate that a 
motion is completed. 
The definition of the inputs and outputs of our system is given in later sections. 

5.4 System electronics 

In order to make automatic measurement possible, we demand for a number of features that 
should he incorporated in a control program: 
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Figure 5.4: Normally closed limit switch 

• automatic (or at least computer assisted) calibration on reference points. 

• automatic movement to a point with given coordinates 

• manual control by switches 

• automatic security check on any action 

• no reversing hysteresis on any motion 

A preliminary program has been written to test the possibilities to implement these features 
(see last section of this chapter). For future versions more attention must he paid to a more 
userfriendly set up, the possibility of using manipulator command control files and the interaction 
between manipulator control and measurement. 
Most of the features mentioned above can only be implemented by additional electronics. A 
simplified diagram of the system is given in figure 5.3. Both translation and rotation axes are 
controlled by a Motor Drive Unit, each capable of driving three stepper motors. Each drive unit 
communicates via a RS232C serial link to the computer (see internal report [HAI90]). A digital 
input interface to the computer (the "bit biter") monitors the status of a manual control panel 
and the status of the limit switches, mounted on each axis. 
The limit electronics and the manual control electronics are also connected to the motor drive 
units for hardware control of stopping the motors, when a limit switch is activated or when a 
manual control switch is released. 

5.5 Limit switches 

The limit switches serve two functions. Firstly, they signalize that the outer limit of a working 
range is reached and secondly, they act as reference points. For the Z-, 1-, J- and K-axes we used 
normally closed limit switches, like in figure 5.4. It must be noted that one should be cautious 
about pressing the limit switch too far, as the electrical contact could he restored. 

For the X- and Y- axes a problem appears. The XY-motion of the main shaft is restricted 
within a circular opening to the EARISS vacuum chamber. Here the outerlimitsof X and Y are 
dependent: 

where Ris a limit radius of 10.00 mm. It is clear that this condition cannot he tested by simple 
min/max switches. Figure 5.5 will clarify the solution which is chosen. 
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Figure 5.5: The radius lir::1it switch. 

The radius limit switch works as follows. A circular plane rests on three pins, arranged as the 
angular points of an isosceles triangle. These pins are pressed on electrical pin contacts by the pull 
of a string acting on the center of gravity of the triangle. Opposite to the spring a stick is moving 
with respect to a circular hole with the limit radius. When the stick hits the solid boundary of 
the hole a torque will act on the stick. This causes one or two of the pins to he lifted from the 
contacts, which is easy to detect. As there are three contacts it is possible to determine which 
move is to he made in order to return to the safe operating area. 

Unfortunately there is one dependency between two ax:es left (figure 5.6). There is a substantial 
danger that the manipulator plateau hits the EARISS analyzer. It must he emphasized that there 
is no limit switch to prevent such a collision. It is the task of the computer to never let happen 
such an accident. 

5.6 Limit electronics 

When, duringa movement, a limit switch is activated this motion must he stopped immediately. 
The motor drive unit offers this possibility via two limit switch inputs. One of the limit switch 
inputs can effect that a motion in positive direction is stopped, but the reverse direction is not 
blocked; the other one offers the same for the negative direction. It is suggested by the manufac
turer to conneet the limit switches as in figure 5.7. 

We found that this has unacceptable limitations and practical problems: 

• every switch needs to have two contacts isolated from ground. 

• there is no direct way to determine on which ax:is the limit stop occurred. 

• it is not possible to derive meaningful "limit+" and "limit-" signals from the XY-radius limit 
switch. 

Instead of the simple limit switch contiguration in figure 5.7 the system of figure 5.8 is imple
mented. A detailed circuit diagram of the electronics can be found in appendix 1. 
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Figure 5.7: Conneetion scheme of limit switches. (Panmure (PAN]) 
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Figure 5.8: Schematic circuit of the limit electronics. 

All limit switches are normally closed switches with a common ground contact. The limit 
switches for the rotations are mounted on the manipulator plateau inside the EARISS vessel. The 
switch cantacts and the common ground contact are wired (via a UHV electrical feedthrough) to 
the electrooie circuit. The limit switches for translation are mounted outside the vacuum vessel. 
Since the switch cantacts of all limit switches are available to the circuit a computer readout 
possibility cao he made. 
The limit switches for the positive and negative direction of the rotation axes are logically OR-ed 
to the "limit+" and "limit-" inputs respectively. The same is done for the Z-axis of translation. 

No integrated circuits are used between the limit switches and the drive unit, to eosure a bet
ter security of operation. The break of the electrical contact, when a limit switch is activated, is 
sensed by a transistor circuit (see figure 5.9). A closed limit switch sh9rt circuits the base emitter 
junction of the transistor. If the limit switch is opened, the current through the base resistor Rb 
will he injected into the base. The base current will on its turn cause a collector current to flow 
through the collector resistor Re. Finally, the collector voltage will drop below 0.4 Volt. TTL 
buffers are used to drive the LED diodes and the lines to the "bit biter". The logical OR-ing 
for the generation of limit signals to the drive unit are implemented using diodes and transistors 
(figure 5.9). The catbodes of the diodes are connected to the collectors of the limit sensors. If at 
least one collector is pulled below 0.4 Volt an output current will flow. 

The radius limit switch, equipped with three pins, does oot provide enough information for 
the generation of meaningful "limit+" and "limit-" signals. To understand this, consider the four 
quadrants of the XY plane. In each quadrant the signs of X and Y coordinates are determined. 
The radius limit switch with three pins will divide the XY-plane into three sectors of 120° angular 
width. In each sector the sign of either X or Y is oot determined. Thus, the radius limit switch 
must generate both "limit+" and "limit-" signals, which will cause any movement to he blocked. 
It is an imperfection of the drive unit that the only way out of this situation is by suppressing the 
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Figure 5.10: TTL 74LS148 priority encoder 

limit signals temporarily or by switching off the drive unit. The possibility of limit suppression 
must be used when doing the restoration procedure automatically. The limit circuit uses output! 
of both drive units to suppress limit signals. Inputl can be used to monitor the limit signals if 
the limit switch inputs are disconnected from the limit signals. 

5. 7 Manual control 

Switch controlled motions can be performed using a manual control panel. The control panel is 
provided with six bipolar switches for control of the six axes of motion in both directions. The 
limit LED indicators are also housed on this panel. 
The status of the switch contactscan be read by the computer via the "bit biter". When a switch 
is pressed, the computer must determine which motor to run and the appropriate command string 
mustbesent to the drive unit. The motion must be stopped immediately when the control switch 
is released. Therefore, the motion must be stopped by hardware, using the possibility of a condi
tional stop on the logic level of an input of the drive {see section Motion control). 

The above mentioned needs are implemented in an electrooie circuit, using the TTL priority 
encoder IC (type 74LS148). A priority encoder (see figure 5.10) has eight inputs, of which only 
six are connected to control switches. If at most one switch is activated a three bit binary code 
of the corresponding switch appears at the output. If more than one switch is activated the code 
for the switch with the highest priority is generated. The priority level increases with the index of 
the switch inputs. If any switch is activated the "output enable" -output becomes H ( the logically 
"high" and "low" levels are denoted as Hand L respectively). An "input enable"-input is used to 
inhibit the function of the priority encoder: if "input enahle" is H the output code will he HHH 
regardless of the state of the switches. 

The manual control circuit (figure 5.11) can he designed using two priority encoders. Each of 
the six control switch contacts for translation and rotation are connected to the first and second 
priority encoder respectively. The "out enable" output of the first encoder is connected to the 
second encoder, which will cause the translation control switches to have a higher priority than the 
rotation control switches. A tap of this conneetion link (the "translate/rotate"-line) is available 
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Figure 5.11: The manual control circuit. 

translate/rotate 

to the computer to indicate if the motion is a translation or a rotation. The "out enable" output 
of the secondencoder is used to indicate if any switch (either a rotation or a translation switch) 
is activated. The outputs of both encoders are buffered, using an IC (type 74LS17), which has 
open collector outputs. These open collector outputs can he put in parallel, which has the effect 
of logical OR-ing ("wired-OR", see TTL designers manual [TEX]). We can thus take advantage 
of the fact that only one priority encoder generates a code at a time, to reduce the number of 
parallellines to the computer. 

If any control switch is pressed, a switch code appears at the "bit biter". The switch code 
(3 outputs of the encoders and the "translatefrotate" output) can he read by the computer and 
provides the information which motor to run. The "out enable" output of the secondencoder will 
he used to request for service from the computer. A "key pressed" -line ( essentially the same "out 
enable" output) is connected to input2 of the drive unit to use it for hardware controlled stopping 
in combination with the motor command: 

":Z24000 @800:L2 A:$ (CR}", 

in the case of a Z-movement, where the maximum allowable number of steps is 24000, with a 
velocity of 800 steps per second. The motor drive unit will abort the motion when input2 turns 
to a low level (i.e. the control switch is released). 
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5.8 Manipulator control program 

5.8.1 General 

Computer control is essential for using the motor drive units. Even "manual" control doesneed a 
computertosend a string command tostart a particular motor. In this section some facts will he 
given that need to be considered when a control program is to be written. The present software 
is written in program language C. · 
When the manipulator is calibrated on the reference points (limit switches) all changes since the 
moment of calibration need to be registered. If the computer sends a command string for a move, 
it is essential to check whether the command is carried out correctly or not, otherwise the eaUbra
tion might be lost. There are quite a number of stages in the data path where information may be 
distorted or lost (see figure 5.3). Also, there are a number of causes which could stop the motors 
prematurely. Fortunately there is enough system status information available to detect any kind 
of error. 
The system status is registered in a record which is stored in a file. The record stores the actual 
position and the error code after the last completed motion. 
There are a few cases where the computer has to wait on certain events. This happens during 
the time that a motion is not yet completed, or when the computer is waiting for manual control 
input. If the computer must take the initiative to check periodically if it can continue, the instru
ment bus is constantly being used. To avoid this ineflicient use of the bus the manual control as 
well as the motor drive unit are provided with an interrupt request possibility, to indicate that 
the computer can continue. The motor drive unit will generate such a signal on output2 of the 
drive by programming a pulse output (command P) aftereach command motion carried out by 
the drive unit. 

5.8.2 Interface control 

The data read by the computer from the "bit biter" and the RS232C serial data link passes the 
interfaces connected to the HP Instrument Bus. The communication via the Instrument Bus 
(HPIB) must he performed via a transparent software level. In other words, the control software 
is not concerned with the HPIB communication between the HP computer and the interfaces. 
The lower level software offers a number of routines, which can be used in the manipulator control 
software. 

The HPIB-RS232C interfaces are opened using the routine open-RS232(device). The HP-UX 
kernel treats the interface in the same way as a file. When the interface is opened the kernel re
turns an identifier. The identifier should he used to specify the interface when the program wants 
it to read from or to write to. The identifier is declared as a static variabie in the souree file of the 
HPIB-RS232C communication routines. Since there are more RS232C interfaces, the identifiers 
are stored in a static array. The higher level software can now call the low level communication 
routines, specifying the interface by a constant array index. 
The routines send-RS232(device), receive-RS232(device) and close-RS232(device) can he used by 
the control program to send a string or to receive a string via the RS232C line. The parameter 
'device' is the index of the interface identifier array. 

The interface between HPIB and the "bit bi ter" is used in a similar way as the HPIB-RS232C in
terface. The available routines are openjnput(device), closejnput(device) and readjnput(device). 
No write operation can be performed on the "bit biter". 
The "bit biter" has 24 TTL logic inputs, arranged in three bytes. When data on the input lines 
is to he read, all three bytes must be read, even when only a part of it is needed. 

The RS232C communication is implemented in the higher level software. The data format is 
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8 bits, with 2 stop bits and no parity bit. The data transmission speed is 9600 Baud. The data 
transmission is controlled by four "handshake" lines (see internal report [HAI90]). This set up 
bas p1oven to work fail free up to now. If communication errors would arise in future, the drive 
unit might he programmed to echo back the characters received, to verify if the communication 
has succeeded. 

5.8.3 Initialisation 

The initialisation of the manipulator control program includes: 

• Software initialisation: report the system record information, ask for updating the system 
information. 

• Hardware initialisation: open the RS232 and "bit biter" interfaces, program the speed profile 
and the backslash correction. 

• RS232C initialisation: set communication protocol, open communication 

possible errors 

• No power supply to the interfaces or the motor drive unit. 

• No communication cable between the interface and the motor drive unit. 

• Interface is in a wrong state. A HPIB device clear command will reset the interface. 

• Drive unit communication is locked. Send a unlock ")" character to the drive unit. 

• Open interface command, though interface was already opened. 

5.8.4 Calibration 

If the position of the manipulator is to he calibrated, its current position is considered completely 
unknown. The calibration procedure must proceed absolutely secure. The limit switch on each 
axis prevent damage to the manipulator by stopping the motion when the outer limit of the work
ing range is reached. Still possible is a collision between the EARISS analyzer and the manipulator 
plateau. The calibration procedure should therefore always begin to find a safe position in the XY 
plane for the calibration of the K-rotation angle. In figure 5.12 an arbitrary chosen position of the 
manipulator in the XY planeis indicated in point C. First a movement in +X direction is made, 
which is stopped by the radius limit switch at point A. A horizontal Y-movement from point A toB 
is made to measure the distance between A and B by counting the number of steps needed to travel 
it. Knowing the radius of the limit circle the position in the XY plane can thus he determined. The 
manipulatorcanthen he moved toa safe position, where the IJK-rotation angles can he calibrated. 

The calibration of the XYZ-translation coordinates could also he clone by reading the position 
from the nonius of each axis and input it into the computer via the keyboard. This might he the 
most accurate way to calibrate these axes. A few things must he considered however: firstly, it is 
not known if hysteresis is incorporated or not. The program might use a "rough" position to move 
to a safe area for rotation calibration. When it bas arrived at this position the direction of arrival 
is known and a new position determination from the nonii will calibrate the manipulator position 
hysteresis free. Secondly, a faulty keyboard input of XYZ-coordinates gives rise to a wrong cali
bration, which could cause damage. The critica} coordinate is the X coordinate. Manual input of 
the X coordinate can he verified by checking the distance in +X direction to the limit radius. The 
possibility to calibrate the XYZ coordinates by inputing the nonius readouts via the keyboard is 
not yet implemented. 
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Figure 5.12: Safe K-rotation calibration area. 

The limit radius switch will generate both "limit+" and "limit-" signals when activated. To 
move back to the safe operating area the limit suppression must be turned on. Moving back should 
be done by taking a sequence of a limited number of steps (5 steps), rather than move back until 
the limit switch contact is restored. If the limit switch contact would not he restored after moving 
back (by mechanica! friction, or due to bad electrical contact) accidents could happen if the motor 
keeps running without limitation. After stepping back from a limit switch, the limit suppression 
must be enabled again. 

possible errors 

• Communication errors: recalibration of the current axis 

• Distance measured between the limit switches is not correct: error message and check system. 

• The limit suppression disable command is not recognized by the drive unit. This is a severe 
error, because if the limit signals are suppressed during normal use, the manipulator is 
not protected anymore. The limit suppression disable command should therefore always be 
foliowed by a service request to the computer (Pulse on output2) to indicate the command 
is carried out. 

5.9 Motion control 

The user of the manipulator control program can perform manipulator movements in a number 
of different ways. The possibilities of the program are presented in a structured manner, using a 
program menu. It includes the initialisation program, the calibration program, the status infor
mation program, the manual control program and the motion control program. 
The motion control program can handle both relative and absolute coordinates for performing a 
movement along one particular axis. In relative coordinates the traveling distance, in cl u ding a sign, 
must he specified; in absolute coordinates the endpoint coordinate must be specified. The relative 
and absolute coordinates can he calculated from each other, if the actual position is known. The 
endpoint is used to check if it lies in the safe operating area and the distance is used to calculate 
the number of steps to be carried out by the stepper motor. 
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Movements are only allowed when the instrument is calibrated, which can be verified in the system 
status record. If the endpoint lies outside the safe operating area an error message must follow 
and no motion command will besent to the motor drive unit. Note that the backslash correction 
must be taken in to account, when verifying if the motion is safe. 
After sending the move command string to the motor drive unit the computer must wait until 
the RS232C interface asks for service, indicating that the motion is completed. By requesting a 
position status from the motor drive unit, the number of steps sent to the motór can be read and 
compared with the requested number. A difference is reported to the user, and the cause is found 
in the status information. 

possible errors 

• Manipulator not calibrated: cancel command 

• New position not inside the safe operating area: cancel command 

• Unexpected halt by limit error: calibration lost 

• Emergency stop: error message, read number of steps and update the new position 

• Motor does not start to run: read status information and try again 

• Position status request is not recognized: calibration lost 

• Motor drive unit status cannot be read: try again 

5.9.1 Final Remarks 

By the time that the HPIB interfaces became available the control program could not be tested 
anymore. The basic control routines however, were tested on a Olivetti Personal Computer, 
provided with a RS232C port, connected to one of the motor drive units. The findings of the tests 
are summarized below: 

• The manual control by switches proved to function well; a somewhat different set up was 
used, because no binary input like the "bit biter" could be used. The switches were monitored 
by the inputs of the drive units. 

• The motor drive units got overheated during normal use. A cooling fan had to be built in 
the case of the motor drive electronics. 

• The motor drive units are provided with a battery backup, to store the data in RAM memory 
after the rnains supply is switched off. The battery backup will be active only when the drive 
unit is switched off in the "locked" state. This is achieved by sending a ')' character to the 
drive unit. This option could be dangerous for the manipulator: if the drive unit is switched 
on, the last motion command is automatically executed again. An automatic start cao be 
prevented by clearing the RAM memory (by sending a '*' character) before locking the drive 
unit. 

The limit dectronies are tested on the limit switches and were found to function well. The 
wiring between the limit electronics and the drive unit has oot been connected yet, because the 
drive units must first be tested on the interfaces of the HP computer (with the drive beits removed 
from the stepper motors). 

The accuracy of the angle of rotation on the reference points are indicated in appendix 2. 
The accuracy of position on the reference points for translation is 0.01 mm. The results of the 
measurement of the transfer ratios of the axes are listed in the following table: 
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a.xJ.S 

X,Y,Z 
I,J 
K 

transfer ratio 
0.500 mmfrev 
1.0 ° frev 
3.6 ° /rev 

Each revolution of a stepper motor corresponds to 400 steps. The step resolution of different 
axes are thus: 1.25 JJffi per step for translation, 0.0090° per step for K-rotatiop. and 0.0025° per 
step for 1- and J-rotation. Operating speeds of 1 mm/sec and 1° /sec appeared to be safe for 
translation and rotation respectively. 
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Chapter 6 

conclusions 

• The EARISS detector is modified to the latest version of a experimental detec
tor, tested seperately from the EARISS apparatus. It is shown that the good 
results of the experimental detector are preserved when built in in the EARISS 
apparatus. 

• The EARISS test measurements showed an energy resolution of less than 2%. 

• No measurements have shown the spectra to he angle resolved yet. Further 
investigation is needed on this item. 

• On the basis of the current findings it is strongly expected that after further 
optimalisation, simultaneous both energy and angle resolved measurements 
are possible. Once this is achieved, the EARISS apparatus is a unique tool for 
surface analysis. 

• A manipulator for sample movements in all six degrees of freedom in translation 
and rotation is installed in the EARISS apparatus. The axes are driven by 
computer controlled steppermotors. 

• To operate the manipulator without damage to itself and its surroundings (e.g. 
the EARISS analyzer) a security system is built on the basis of an analysis of 
possible damages. 

• Limit switches, which indicate the outer limits of the safe operating area, are 
mounted on the manipulator. The limit switches act as sensors of dangerous 
motions and as reference points of position. 

• Additional electronics have been developed to in order to implement a complete 
system for computer control of the manipulator. The system as a wholeis not 
tested yet. 
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APPENDIX 1. Limit electranies 
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APPENDIX 2. Rotational limit switches 
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